Our Promise to You

Our purpose of inspiring the dream of a better life has taken on new meaning. It has encouraged us to find more ways to serve you and all the other families who shop at our stores.

The launch of an order-by-phone service for our most valued customers will provide you with a safe and easy option to shop at Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Stores. Now, for the first time, customers can browse our latest digital catalog from the comfort of their home and connect with a concierge representative by phone to place their order.

Know that we are monitoring our packaging practices and our team’s health and well-being very closely. At Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Stores, we have deployed extra deep cleanings and put into place staggered work schedules along with the appropriate health and hygiene standards advised by government and public health agencies in the United States.

Thank you for your loyalty and love for our brand. As we face this global challenge together, our hope is that we can continue to be the beacon of optimism and unity that Ralph Lauren and our brands have always been to the world.

With warmth and gratitude,

Your Ralph Lauren Team

Summer-Fun Checklist

Polo styles for at-home adventures.
A New Way to Shop

Order by Phone, Receive by Mail
Discover a convenient way to shop Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Stores during this time. With our digital catalogs, you’ll find a selection of Polo styles for men, women, and children available for purchase.

See something you like? Simply follow the instructions below to place your order.

How It Works

Browse Our Digital Catalog
Scroll through for detailed product information on items available for purchase.

Connect to Our Concierge Services
Call your nearest Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Store to speak with a concierge representative.

Learn About Promotions
Speak to a concierge representative to learn about our current promotions at Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Stores.

Place Your Order
Our concierge representatives are available to take orders over the phone.

Check Your Inbox
Your order will be shipped from our Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Store. A confirmation email will be sent to you with a tracking link.

Receive Your Package
All orders, excluding clearance items, are eligible for free shipping and returns.
Summer Uniform

Every new season calls for new Polo styles—in a range of colors and sporty silhouettes. Discover mesh Polo shirts, soft fleece hoodies, and more essentials for warm days and cool nights.
The POLO SHIRT

The definition of American style from one generation to the next.

BOYS’ MESH POLO SHIRT ($34.99–$38.99), boys’ sizes 2–20.
TEE TIME

Signature Polo style with a broken-in look and feel.

COTTON JERSEY TEE ($18.99), boys’ sizes 2-20.

Sleek, double-knit construction for cool summer nights.
EVERYDAY GO-TO

This fleece hoodie teams perfectly
with sweats, jeans, or shorts.


READY TO ROLL

Roll up the cuffs of our belted chino pant for a casual spin.
BEST OF BLUES

The smart look of our iconic sport shirt meets lightweight chambray for true Polo style.

CHAMBRAY SHIRT ($44.99), boys’ sizes 2–20.
WHITE

BLUE

THE OXFORD SHIRT

It’s the answer to dressing up while dressing down.

SHORT NOTICE

We designed this pull-on version of our classic chino shorts for all-day comfort.

PROSPECT SHORT ($34.99–$44.99), boys’ sizes 2–20.

COASTAL BEIGE

SPRING NAVY

WHITE
GELLAR CARGO SHORT ($38.99–$44.99), boys’ sizes 2–20.

He’ll love how these cargo shorts have plenty of pockets for holding small items.
TO A TEE


WHITE
LIGHT SPORT HEATHER
NEWPORT NAVY
CARAMEL PINK
ACTIVE PINK
GIRLS’ MESH POLO SHIRT ($34.99–$38.99), girls’ sizes 2–16.

DENIM SHORTDRESS ($59.50), girls’ sizes 2–6X.

WHITE

INDIGO

IN HIGH SPIRITS

A big smile for a dress that’s not only cute but comfortable.
A cardigan and dress make a foolproof style combination.

BETTER TOGETHER

MINI-CABLE CARDIGAN ($39.99–$44.99), girls’ sizes 2–16.
SHORT-SLEEVE POLO DRESS ($39.99–$44.99), girls’ sizes 2–16.
GIRLS’ WARWICK POLO SHIRT ($34.99–$38.99), girls’ sizes 2–16.

FRESH START

The Polo shirt is here for the styling.
ALL THE FRILLS

Ruffle trim makes this cotton oxford shirt a cute go-to.

WHITE DECO PINK

RUFFLED SHORT-SLEEVE OXFORD ($39.50), girls’ sizes 2-6X.

AUBRIE LEGGING ($39.50-$45.00), girls’ sizes 2-16.
Playtime-Ready

What to wear for a season of backyard games and afternoons by the pool? It’s all here: Polo favorites in a sun-faded palette, all-American graphics, and swimwear for every poolside personality.
Summer Loves
Reimagined classics for sunny days ahead.

From left to right: Enzo and Strider wear the **BOYS' MESH POLO SHIRTS** ($34.99–$38.99), boys’ sizes 2–20. Strider wears the **SKINNY FIT BELTED CHINO PANT** ($44.99–$49.99), boys’ sizes 2–20. Kaia wears the **GIRLS' MESH POLO SHIRT** ($34.99–$38.99), girls’ sizes 2–16.
Kaia wears the GIRLS’ MESH POLO SHIRT ($34.99–$38.99), girls’ sizes 2-16.

On opposite page: Seylah wears the PINTUCKED COTTON OXFORD SHIRTDRESS ($64.99–$69.99), girls’ sizes 2-16.

Pretty in Pink
Freshen up your little one’s wardrobe with pastel hues.
Kaia wears the **STRIPED TIERED COTTON TANK DRESS** ($44.99), girls’ sizes 2-6X.
On opposite page: Kaia wears the **STRIPED PONTE DRESS** ($54.99), girls’ sizes 2-6X.

**Best Dressed**
Stripes make their warm-weather debut with this ponte dress.
Gone Swimming
An allover pony print infuses this swimsuit with playful Polo style.
Enzo wears the PRINTED COLOR-BLOCKED STRETCH RASH GUARD ($44.99–$47.99), boys’ sizes 2–7, and the BIG PONY SANIBEL SWIM TRUNK ($42.99–$47.99), boys’ sizes 2–20.

On opposite page: Strider wears the STRIPED KAULU SWIM TRUNK ($44.99–$49.99), boys’ sizes 2–20.

Make a Splash

Color-blocking and stripes to take on the sprinklers.
All the world is a canvas with a selection of styles inspired by self-expression. Tie-dye and paint splatter give wardrobe essentials a burst of cool color while signature patches add a one-of-kind feel to classic denim.
Forever Icons
Timeless symbols of Polo style
for kids of all ages.

From left to right: Jasper wears the EMBROIDERED BEAR SWEATER ($89.50–$95.00), boys’ sizes 2–20, and SKINNY FIT BELTED CHINO PANT ($44.99–$48.99), boys’ sizes 2–20. Maddie wears the DENIM SHIRTDRESS ($59.50), girls’ sizes 2–6X. Nico wears the PAINTED POLO SCRIPT TEE ($19.99–$24.99), boys’ sizes 2–20, and CAMO DENIM PANT ($49.99–$55.99), boys’ sizes 2–20.
Maddie wears the PAINT-SPLATTERED DENIM OVERALL DRESS ($64.49–$69.99), girls' sizes 2-16, and the POLO TEE ($24.99), girls' sizes 2-6x. Leo wears the TIE-DYE POLO SHIRT ($44.99–$47.99), boys' sizes 2-20, and the SKINNY FIT BELTED CHINO PANT ($44.99–$47.99), boys' sizes 2-20.

On opposite page: Milla wears the EMBROIDERED STRIPED COTTON POPLIN TOP ($39.99), girls' sizes 7-16, and the EYELET EMBROIDERED TWILL SKINNY JEAN ($54.99–$59.99), girls' sizes 2-16.

Show Your Stripes
A poplin top with crisp stripes is a quintessential summer piece.
Solid Choice
Our jeans are not only comfy but also have classic denim details like belt loops and pockets.


On opposite page: Leo wears the **PAINT-SPLATTERED BIG PONY POLO SHIRT ($44.99–$47.99)**, boys’ sizes 2–20, and the **EMBROIDERED SCHIFFLI CHINO SHORT ($44.99–$49.99)**, boys’ sizes 2–20.

**Bold Strokes**

Paint splatter adds an artistic twist to a classic Polo shirt.
Tie-Dye Effect
The iconic Polo shirt, reimagined in allover tie-dye.
Bear Necessities
Our favorite mascot returns with this comfortable cotton layer.

Nico wears the TIE-DYE POLO SHIRT ($44.99–$47.99), boys' sizes 2–20, and the SKINNY FIT BELTED CHINO PANT ($44.99–$48.99), boys' sizes 2–20.

On opposite page: Jasper wears the EMBROIDERED BEAR SWEATER ($89.50–$95.00), boys' sizes 2–20, and the SKINNY FIT BELTED CHINO PANT ($44.99–$49.99), boys' sizes 2–20.
Milla wears the **PATCH-EMBELLISHED DENIM TRUCKER JACKET** ($84.99–$88.99), girls’ sizes 2–16, and **FLORAL PRINTED POLO-GRAPHIC TEE** ($29.99), girls’ sizes 7–16.

**Patch Perfect**
Blending classic denim with logo patches for a unique Polo look.